Headsprout wins

7 education
industry awards
in 2018!
Proven, Adaptive Reading Instruction That Kids Love
Headsprout is an adaptive, online reading program that is easy to implement, fun to use, and proven
to help children build the skills needed to become capable and confident readers. Using a unique,
scaffolded teaching approach, the program instantly responds and personalizes the learning experience
to ensure that each student can master essential reading skills. Plus, kids love the cast of friendly
characters, engaging activities, and built-in incentives that make learning to read fun.

Key Features
•• Adaptive instruction tailors the learning
path and pace for each student.
•• Smart-error corrections provide instant,
positive reinforcement and encouragement.
•• Automated placement, reporting, and
benchmark assessments ensure student
success.
•• Engaging content and and built-in
incentives keep students motivated and
excited to learn.
•• Online and mobile instruction is accessible
at school, at home, or on the go.
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Adaptive, Personalized Instruction
Headsprout offers a unique, adaptive approach to foundational reading and reading comprehension
instruction. The program automatically responds to incorrect answers and instantly adapts the learning
path and pace to meet each student’s needs, ensuring that all students can master essential skills at
every learning level.

Research-Proven and Classroom-Tested
Headsprout has been proven effective in numerous research
studies and reviews conducted in classroom settings around
the world. The standards-aligned content has been shown
to improve test scores, engage disinterested or struggling
students, and help ELL and special needs students learn
to read.

Fun and Engaging for Kids

Headsprout incorporates a vibrant cast of characters and settings that take children on an interactive
journey through a series of 130 scaffolded episodes packed with animations, activities, and puzzles.
Children love the immersive experience and keep coming back for more.

Ensure your students’ reading success.
Order Headsprout today!
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